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This book is an account of the origins, founding, and development in twentieth-century Florida of a people's museum that reflects
Florida's changes through Spanish exploration, statehood, tourism, endangered manatees, and space development over a
thousand years. This story of volunteerism leads to today's South Florida Museum and its several facilities.
Aimed at museum educators, Multiculturalism in Art Museums Today seeks to marry museum and multicultural education theories.
It reveals how the union of these theories yields more equitable educational practices and guides museum educators to address
misrepresentation, exclusivity, accessibility, and educational inequality.
Critical Race Theory in the Academy explores the deep implications of race and its effects on the expanse of the American social
fabric and its fragile democratic process. This volume contributes to a more effective, powerful, and insightful theorization of
racism across the social spectrum while furthering the movement for greater equity in higher education and beyond. The audience
for this book is broad and should be of great interest and value to all Americans who fight against racism which is focused on the
destruction of Black people and other people of color. Ideally, educators, scholars, and practitioners will be compelled to engage
the ideas within this volume to break down the color line and challenge the problematic master narrative in education and other
aspects of society. Critical Race Theory in the Academy offers current applications, debates, theories, strategies, and evolutions
about critical race theory (CRT), with particular attention to CRT’s intersections with the field of higher education and beyond. As a
part of the CRT corpus, this volume details some of the most relevant and current topics deployed in varied disciplines of the
academy, confronting the complex interplay of race, racism, education, and social justice in the twenty-first century. Specifically,
the authors explore topics from health disparities, politics, religion, literature, music, social work, psychology, sports, distance
learning, media bias, affirmative action, to education policies, practices and scholarship. The chapters in this volume should help
navigate the tensions in the academy and beyond to work toward alleviating institutionalized racism. Praise for Critical Race
Theory in the Academy: "The field of Critical Race Theory is enriched by this important collection of new and original scholarship.
Vernon Farmer has brought together a dynamic and eclectic mix of radical voices, from multiple disciplinary backgrounds,
including both established and early career scholars. The result is a volume that constantly challenges and surprises the reader."
David Gillborn Professor of Critical Race Studies University of Birmingham UK Founding Editor of Race Ethnicity & Education
"Critical Race Theory in the Academy has excavated the terrain of critical race theory to unearth multiple perspectives that are
central to defining the fundamental contours of the field. Each essay enhances the ways in which we read and understand the
complexity of critical race theory. It will be an invaluable resource for building a critical academy." Aileen Moreton-Robinson
Queens and University of Technology, Australia Author of The White Possessive: Property, Power and Indigenous Sovereignty
"Vernon Lee Farmer has done it again and for the final time. He has pulled together a star-studded cast of academics of color to
address an essential concern of the academy. Throughout his career, Farmer has demonstrated the uncanny ability to identify
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matters that require attention, and attacked them with vigor. In doing so, he provided us with high impact resources that are
beneficial to the professional trajectory of scholars of color. This book is no different, and we all should race to the bookstore to
add this instant classic to our personal library." Jerlando F. L. Jackson Vilas Distinguished Professor of Higher Education
University of Wisconsin-Madison Former Editor, ASHE Reader Series on Higher Education "Critical Race Theory in the Academy
adds substantially to our understanding of the roles that race, racism, and social justice play as we tackle the myriad problems of
pre-K through higher education. For those interested in gaining a deeper understanding of the issues in higher education -- from
curriculum to the lack of diversity in the professoriate -- this work provides helpful insights that can enrich conversations and
problem-solving across sectors of society." Freeman A. Hrabowski, III President University of Maryland Baltimore County,
Baltimore, Maryland
"Life on Display "traces the history of biological exhibits in American museums to demonstrate how science museums have
shaped and been shaped by understandings of science and public education in twentieth-century society. Karen Rader and
Victoria Cain document how public natural history and science museums ongoing efforts to create popular educational displays led
these institutions to develop new identities, ones that changed their positions in both twentieth-century science and American
culture. They describe how, pre-1945, biological exhibitions changed dramaticallyfrom rows upon rows of specimen collections to
large-scale dioramas with push-button displaysas museums attempted to negotiate the changing, and often conflicting, interests of
scientists, educators, and the public. The authors then reveal how, from the 1950s through the 1980s, museum staffs
experimented with wildly different definitions of life science and life science education, and how, in the process, natural history and
science museums and science centers faced significant public and scientific scrutiny. The book concludes with a discussion of the
ways corporate sponsorship and contemporary blockbuster economics influenced the content and display of science and natural
history museums in the century s last decades. As a dynamic historical account of how museums negotiated their multiple roles in
science and society, "Life on Display" will attract a diverse audience of cultural historians, sociologists, and ethnographers of
science, as well as museum practitioners. "
Where is American art in the new millennium? At the heart of all cultural developments is diversity. Access through recent
technology engenders interaction with artists from around the world. The visual arts in the United States are bold and pulsating
with new ideas.
MUSEUM PR ACTICE Edited by CONAL MCCARTHY Museum Practice covers the professional work carried out in museums and
art galleries of all types, including the core functions of management, collections, exhibitions, and programs. Some forms of
museum practice are familiar to visitors, yet within these diverse and complex institutions many practices are hidden from view,
such as creating marketing campaigns, curating and designing exhibitions, developing fundraising and sponsorship plans, crafting
mission statements, handling repatriation claims, dealing with digital media, and more. Focused on what actually occurs in
everyday museum work, this volume offers contributions from experienced professionals and academics that cover a wide range
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of subjects including policy frameworks, ethical guidelines, approaches to conservation, collection care and management,
exhibition development and public programs. From internal processes such as leadership, governance and strategic planning, to
public facing roles in interpretation, visitor research and community engagement and learning, each essential component of
contemporary museum practice is thoroughly discussed.
The role objects play in a museum visitor's experience is much debated (Conn, 2010). This study offers an empirical look at how
visitors think with objects in a history museum exhibition. To study the phenomenon a new method, called the "head camera
protocol, " was introduced. Participants in the study wore a hat outfitted with a video camera and microphone, and were instructed
to think aloud as they explored an exhibition. The resulting video constituted the head camera protocols that were analyzed. The
exhibition studied was called Elegy in the Dust: September 11th and the Chelsea Jeans Memorial. On display at the New-York
Historical Society in 2006-2007, it was built around a primary object called the Chelsea Jeans Memorial—a portion of a jeans store
covered in dust and ash from the events of September 11th. The exhibition also contained photographs of September 11th and its
aftermath, as well as video of the store owner who donated the Chelsea Jeans Memorial to the Historical Society. This study
profiles seven participants who walked through the exhibition. Among them were two material culture historians, two tourists, and
three Ground Zero volunteers. The findings show how visitors think with their bodies and their multiple selves. The study also
offers an empirical look at how visitors interact with Walter Benjamin's notion of an object's "aura" (1935/1968). "Historical thinking
with objects" is defined and a visitor--object interaction model is proposed. Finally, implications for the design of learning
environments generally, and history museums specifically, are addressed.
Letting Go? investigates path-breaking public history practices at a time when the traditional expertise of museums seems
challenged at every turn—by the Web and digital media, by community-based programming, by new trends in oral history and by
contemporary art. In this anthology of 19 thought pieces, case studies, conversations and commissioned art, almost 30 leading
practitioners such as Michael Frisch, Jack Tchen, Liz Ševcenko, Kathleen McLean, Nina Simon, Otabenga Jones and Associates,
and Fred Wilson explore the implications of letting audiences create, not just receive, historical content. Drawing on examples from
history, art, and science museums, Letting Go? offers concrete examples and models that will spark innovative work at institutions
of all sizes and budgets. This engaging new collection will serve as an introductory text for those newly grappling with a changing
field and, for those already pursuing the goal of “letting go,” a tool for taking stock and pushing ahead.
Mobility and displacement are major characteristics of contemporary societies. These population shifts are far from fluid, homogeneous or
linear, but are, instead, interspersed with a range of longer or shorter periods of waiting. Whether these intervals are technically,
administratively or politically motivated, they are often understood in spatial terms: waiting societies have a territorial dimension. This volume
examines and assesses the many forms that waiting territories take, in order to better understand their various juridical statuses, their
relationships with their spatial environment and specific forms of temporality, and the various economic and social relationships which they
foster. The contributions primarily focus on the Americas because this continent is the product of the (voluntary or forced) displacement of
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various population groups that have themselves left their mark on the territories which they have appropriated. The book is divided into five
parts. Part I, “The Genealogy and Stakes of Waiting Situations”, presents waiting as a state of mobility; Part II, ‘”When Waiting Defines a
Territory”, focuses on the spatial implications of situations of waiting; Part III, “Social Practices and Spatial Dynamics in Waiting Territories”,
explores the ways in which people inhabit waiting territories; Part IV, “Waiting Territories and the Challenges to Identity”, examines the
mutations of identity in situations of waiting; and Part V, “The Memory, Heritage, and Curation of Waiting Territories”, looks at the way in
which waiting territories can become the focus of heritage practices and the politics of memory.
Collections of textiles—historic costume, quilts, needlework samplers, and the like—have benefited greatly from the digital turn in museum and
archival work. Both institutional online repositories and collections-based social media sites have fostered unprecedented access to textile
collections that have traditionally been marginalized in museums. How can curators, interpreters, and collections managers make best use of
these new opportunities? To answer this question, the author worked with sites including the Great Lakes Quilt Center at the Michigan State
University Museum, the Design Center at Philadelphia University, the International Quilt Study Center and Museum at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, and the WGBH Boston Media Library and Archives, as well as user-curated social sites online such as Tumblr and
Polyvore, to create four compelling case studies on the preservation, access, curation, and interpretation of textile objects.
The huge reservoir of ideas at AmericaOCOs and the worldOCOs great universities and colleges constitutes a vital national resource. But
tragically, this resource is largely dammed up on campus; academia shares its ideas with the public only to a very limited extent. Everyone
loses. This book shows how this tragic situation developed, and how to open the academic sluice gates for everyoneOCOs benefit."
Highly illustrated, exhaustively researched, and eminently readable, this new edition of Riches, Rivals and Radicals describes the rise of the
museum in the United States from the early twentieth century to the early twenty-first—a story that parallels the historic changes in American
society. Through the decades, museums transformed themselves from cabinets of curiosity to centers of civic pride and prestige and
emblems of our shared heritage, good and bad. With a rich cast of characters and admirable narrative sweep, Marjorie Schwarzer brings to
life the deep impact that museum culture had on society at large and vice versa. Published in celebration of the American Alliance of
Museums' centennial and The Year of the Museum, Riches, Rivals and Radicals reveals the history of museums to be a gripping and
remarkable facet of our American past. This new edition includes a new afterword by the author, and the main text has been updated and
revised.
Art and the Global Economy analyzes major changes in the global art world that have emerged in the last twenty years including structural
shifts in the global art market; the proliferation of international art fairs, biennials and blockbuster exhibitions; and the internationalization of
the scope of contemporary art. John Zarobell explores the economic and social transformations in the cultural sphere, the results of greater
access to information about art, exhibitions, and markets around the world, as well as the increasing interpenetration of formerly distinct
geographical domains. By considering a variety of locations—both long-standing art capitals and up-and-coming centers of the future—Art and
the Global Economy facilitates a deeper understanding of how globalization affects the domain of the visual arts in the twenty-first century.
With contributions by Lucia Cantero, Mariana David, Valentin Diaconov, Kai Lossgott, Grace Murray, Chhoti Rao, Emma Rogers and Michelle
Wong.
The first book to take a "visitor's eye view" of the museum visit when it was first published in 1992, The Museum Experience revolutionized
the way museum professionals understand their constituents. Falk and Dierking have updated this essential reference, incorporating
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advances in research, theory, and practice in the museum field over the last twenty years. Written in clear, non-technical style, The Museum
Experience Revisited paints a thorough picture of why people go to museums, what they do there, how they learn, and what museum
practitioners can do to enhance these experiences.
The first book to take a "visitor's eye view" of the museum visit, updated to incorporate advances in research, theory, and practice in the
museum field over the last twenty years.
The work provides a thorough background for students and professionals in the fields of library, archives, and museum resource
management, preservation, and administration.

Leslie Bedford, former director of the highly regarded Bank Street College museum leadership program, expands the
museum professional’s vision of exhibitions beyond the simple goal of transmitting knowledge to the visitor. Her view of
exhibitions as interactive, emotional, embodied, imaginative experiences opens a new vista for those designing them.
Using examples both from her own work at the Boston Children’s Museum and from other institutions around the globe,
Bedford offers the museum professional a bold new vision built around narrative, imagination, and aesthetics, merging
the work of the educator with that of the artist. It is important reading for all museum professionals.
The twenty-first century is a time of change for early learning in museums, due in part to society's evolving view of
childhood, from an age of innocence to understanding the robust learning that defines the first years of life. This
perspective is a catalyst for international conversation and continues to raise attention and interest across society. Object
Lessons and Early Learning leverages what is known about the cognitive development of young children to examine the
power of learning through objects in museum and heritage settings. Exploring the history and modern day practice of
object-based learning, Shaffer outlines the rationale for endorsing this approach in both formal and informal learning
spaces. She argues that museums, as collecting institutions, are learning spaces uniquely positioned to allow children to
make meaning about their world through personal connections to cultural artifacts, natural specimens, and works of art. A
range of descriptive object lessons, inspired by objects in museums as well as from the everyday world, are presented
throughout the text as examples of ways in which children can be encouraged to engage with museum collections.
Object Lessons and Early Learning offers insights into strategies for engaging young children as learners in museum
settings and in their everyday world, and, as such, will be essential reading for museum professionals, classroom
educators, and students. It should also be of great interest to academics and researchers engaged in the study of
museums and education.
Museums throughout the world are under increasing pressure in the wake of the 2008/2009 economic recession and the
many pressing social and environmental issues that are assuming priority. The major focus of concern in the global
museum community is the sustainability of museums in light of these pressures, not to mention falling attendance and the
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challenges of the digital world. Museums and the Paradox of Change provides a detailed account of how a major
Canadian museum suffered a 40 percent loss in its operating budget and went on to become the most financially selfsufficient of the ten largest museums in Canada. This book is the most detailed case study of its kind and is
indispensable for students and practitioners alike. It is also the most incisive published account of organizational change
within a museum, in part because it is honest, open and reflexive. Janes is the first to bring perspectives drawn from
complexity science into the discussion of organizational change in museums and he introduces the key concepts of
complexity, uncertainty, nonlinearity, emergence, chaos and paradox. This revised and expanded third edition also
includes new writing on strengthening museum management, as well as reflections on new opportunities and hazards for
museums. It concludes with six ethical responsibilities for museum leaders and managers to consider. Janes provides
pragmatic solutions grounded in a theoretical context, and highlights important issues in the management of museums
that cannot be ignored.
Great exhibits are never an accident. Planning effective exhibits is a demanding process that requires the designer to
consider many different aspects and navigate numerous pitfalls while moving a project from concept to reality. In
Museum Exhibition Planning and Design, Elizabeth Bogle offers a comprehensive introduction and reference to exhibition
planning and design. This book focuses on both the procedural elements of successful planning, like the phases of
exhibit design and all associated tasks and issues, and on the design elements that make up the realized exhibit itself,
such as color, light, shape, form, space, and building materials. This helpful guide includes: Breakdown of the design and
development project phases used by professional planner/designers Principles of good design as they pertain to: color,
light, shape, form, space, line, balance, accent, rhythm, proportion, and scale Criteria to evaluate an exhibit and measure
its success Discussion of construction contracts and procedures Discussion of building materials and their advantages
and disadvantages Glossary of museum and design terms for easy reference Bogle has translated her years of
experience as an exhibition planner into a guide for practitioners of all sizes and levels of experience. For the solo
practitioner, perhaps working with limited or no staff in a small institution, Bogle walks through every task that will be
faced as the project develops. For the staff member of a larger institution or firm, this book serves as a checklist,
reinforcing the instruction that comes from peers and previous experience. Museum Exhibition Planning and Design is a
useful tool for anyone interested in or involved in bringing their exhibits to life.
While many museums have ignored public art as a distinct arena of art production and display, others have – either
grudgingly or enthusiastically – embraced it. Some institutions have partnered with public art agencies to expand the
scope of special exhibitions; other museums have attempted to establish in-house public art programs. This is the first
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book to contextualize the collaborations between museums and public art through a range of essays marked by their
coherence of topical focus, written by leading and emerging scholars and artists. Organized into three sections it
represents a major contribution to the field of art history in general, and to those of public art and museum studies in
particular. It includes essays by art historians, critics, curators, arts administrators and artists, all of whom help to finally
codify the largely unwritten history of how museums and public art have and continue to intersect. Key questions are both
addressed and offered as topics for further discussion: Who originates such public art initiatives, funds them, and most
importantly, establishes the philosophy behind them? Is the efficacy of these initiatives evaluated in the same way as
other museum exhibitions and programs? Can public art ever be a “permanent” feature in any museum? And finally, are
the museum and public art ultimately at odds, or able to mutually benefit one another?
What does it mean to turn the public library or museum into a civic forum? Made in Newark describes a turbulent
industrial city at the dawn of the twentieth century and the ways it inspired the library's outspoken director, John Cotton
Dana, to collaborate with industrialists, social workers, educators, and New Women. This is the story of experimental
exhibitions in the library and the founding of the Newark Museum Associationùa project in which cultural literacy was
intertwined with civics and consumption. Local artisans demonstrated crafts, connecting the cultural institution to the
department store, school, and factory, all of which invoked the ideal of municipal patriotism. Today, as cultural institutions
reappraise their relevance, Made in Newark explores precedents for contemporary debates over the ways the library and
museum engage communities, define heritage in a multicultural era, and add value to the economy.
The number of women working in museum settings has grown exponentially since the start of the twentieth century.
Women in the Museum explores the professional lives of the sector's female workforce today and examines the
challenges they face working in what was, until recently, a male-dominated field. Drawing on testimony gathered from
surveys, focus groups, and interviews with female museum professionals, the book examines the nature of gender bias
in the profession, as well as women's varied responses to it. In doing so, it clarifies how women's work in museums
differs from men's and reveals the entrenched nature of gender bias in the museum workplace. Offering a clear argument
as to why museums must create, foster, and protect an equitable playing field, the authors incorporate a gender equity
agenda for individuals, institutions, graduate programs, and professional associations. Written by experienced museum
professionals, Women in the Museum is the first book to examine the topic in depth. It is useful reading for students and
academics in the fields of museum studies and gender studies, as well as museum professionals and gender equality
advocates.
This book presents a critical analysis of the power and opportunity created in the implementation of community engaged
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practices within art museums, by looking at the networks connecting art museums to community organizations, artists
and residents. The Art Museum Redefined places the interaction of art museums and urban neighbourhoods as the
central focus of the study, to investigate how museums and artists collaborate with residents and local community
groups. Rather than defining the community solely from the perspective of a museum looking out at its audience, the
research examines the larger networks of art organizing and creative activism connected to the museum that are active
across the neighbourhood. Taylor's research encompasses the grassroots efforts of local groups and their collaboration
with museums and other art institutions that are extending their reach outside their physical walls and into the community.
This focus on social engagement speaks to recent emphasis in cultural policy on cultural equity and inclusion, creative
place-making and community engagement at neighbourhood and city-levels, and will be of interest to students, scholars
and policy-makers alike.
International Thinking on Children in Museums introduces current research, theory, and practice about young learners in museums
around the world. The book imparts vital knowledge about the nature of childhood and children’s learning that will improve
understanding of the very youngest museum-goers. Including contributions from practitioners, scholars, and consultants around
the globe, this volume examines museum practices and children’s learning across a range of distinct cultural and geographic
locales. The framework of the book is based on research and current thinking in the realm of developmental psychology,
sociology, and anthropology, allowing the contributors to examine the evolution of early learning and children’s programs through
a sociocultural lens. This broad-based look at international museum practices for children offers a rare view of the field from an
important, but oft-neglected perspective: that of society and culture. International Thinking on Children in Museums will broaden
understanding of museum practice across cultures and geographic regions and, as such, will be of interest to scholars and
students engaged in the study of museum education, museum studies, and early learning. It should also provide a much-needed
source of inspiration for museum practitioners working around the world.
The definitive reference text on curation both inside and outside the museum A Companion to Curation is the first collection of its
kind, assembling the knowledge and experience of prominent curators, artists, art historians, scholars, and theorists in one
comprehensive volume. Part of the Blackwell Companion series, this much-needed book provides up-to-date information and
valuable insights on the field of curatorial studies and curation in the visual arts. Accessible and engaging chapters cover diverse,
contemporary methods of curation, its origin and history, current and emerging approaches within the profession, and more. This
timely publication fills a significant gap in literature on the role of the curator, the art and science of curating, and the historical arc
of the field from the 17th century to the present. The Companion explores topics such as global developments in contemporary
indigenous art, Asian and Chinese art since the 1980s, feminist and queer feminist curatorial practices, and new curatorial
strategies beyond the museum. This unique volume: Offers readers a wide range of perspectives on curating in both theory and
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practice Includes coverage of curation outside of the Eurocentric and Anglosphere art worlds Presents clear and comprehensible
information valuable for specialists and novices alike Discusses the movements, models, people and politics of curating Provides
guidance on curating in a globalized world Broad in scope and detailed in content, A Companion to Curation is an essential text for
professionals engaged in varied forms of curation, teachers and students of museum studies, and readers interested in the
workings of the art world, museums, benefactors, and curators.
Gender, Sexuality and Museums provides the only repository of key articles, new essays and case studies for the important area
of gender and sexuality in museums. It is the first reader to focus on LGBT issues and museums, and the first reader in nearly 15
years to collect articles which focus on women and museums. At last, students of museum studies, women’s studies, LGBT
studies and museum professionals have a single resource. The book is organised into three thematic parts, each with its own
introduction. Sections focus on women in museum work, applications of feminist and LGBT theories to museum exhibitions,
exhibitions and collections pertaining to women and individuals who are LGBT. The Case studies in a fourth part provide different
perspectives to key topics, such as memorials and memorializing; modernism and museums; and natural history collections. The
collection concludes with a bibliographic essay evaluating scholarship to date on gender and sexuality in museums. Amy K. Levin
brings together outstanding articles published in the past as well as new essays. The collection’s scope is international, with
articles about US, Canadian, and European institutions. Gender, Sexuality and Museums: A Routledge Reader is an essential
resource for those studying gender and sexuality in the museum.
What does a museum do with a kindergartner who walks through the door? The growth of interest in young children learning in
museums has joined the national conversation on early childhood education. Written by Sharon Shaffer, the founding Executive
Director of the innovative Smithsonian Early Enrichment Center, this is the first book for museum professionals as well as students
offering guidance on planning programming for young children.This groundbreaking book:-Explains the various ways in which
children learn-Shows how to use this knowledge to design effective programs using a variety of teaching models-Includes
examples of successful programs, tested activities, and a set of best practices
This book explores the luxury industry and how it has undoubtedly been one of the fastest-growing sectors since the 1970s, and
one in which Europe has managed to strengthen its competitiveness in the world market. While many aspects of globalization
remain abstract and intangible, the luxury industry has created markets where previously there were none, by educating Japanese
about the history of French handbags, Chinese about the finest wines, and setting global standards for an elite, inspirational
lifestyle. In this edited volume, a wide range of scholars comes together to analyze the history of the business and the innovations
in management and marketing that have emerged from it. Invaluable for scholars, industry figures, and dilettantes alike, it will
define the field of study for years to come.
Negotiating Race and Rights in the Museum traces the evolution of pervasive racial ideas, and ‘post-race’ allusions, over more
than a century of museum thinking and practice. Drawing on the illuminating history of the Smithsonian Institution, this book offers
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an account of how museums have addressed and renegotiated wider calls for inclusion, ‘self-definition’, and racial justice, in
ways that continually re-centre and legitimise the White frame. Charting the emergence of ‘post-race’ ideas in museums, Bunning
demonstrates how and why ‘culturally specific’ approaches have been met with suspicion and derision by powerful museum
stakeholders against the backdrop of a changing United States of America, just as they have offered crucial vehicles for sectoral
change. This study of the evolution of racial ideas in response to Black empowerment highlights deeply entrenched forms of White
supremacy that remain operative within the international museum sector today, and serves to reinforce the urgent calls for the
active disruption of racist ideas and the redesign of institutions. Negotiating Race and Rights in the Museum will appeal to those
working in the international fields of museum and heritage studies, cultural studies, and American studies, and all who are
interested in the production of racial ideas and White supremacy in the museum.
Highly illustrated, exhaustively researched, and eminently readable, Riches, Rivals and Radicals describes the rise of the
museums in America from the early 20th century to the early 21st--a story that parallels the historic changes in the United States.
Through the decades, museums transformed themselves from cabinets of curiosity to centers of civic pride and prestige, stewards
of who and what we are, our shared heritage, good and bad. The museum story is "filled with many notable and even some
notorious characters," writes Marjorie Schwarzer, chair of the museum studies department at John F. Kennedy University. "How
the American museum got to where it is today has required a long journey, sometimes arduous, often fascinating." Published in
celebration of AAM's centennial and The Year of the Museum.
First Published in 2010. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Programming for People with Special Needs: A Guide for Museums and Historic Sites will help museums and historic sites
become truly inclusive educational experiences. The book is unique because it covers education and inclusion for those with both
intellectual and learning disabilities. The book features the seven key components of creating effective programming for people
with special needs, especially elementary and secondary students with intellectual disabilities: Sensitivity and awareness training
Planning and communication Timing Engagement and social/life skills Object-centered and inquiry-based programs Structure
Flexibility In addition, this book features and discusses programs such as the Museum of Modern Art‘s Meet Me program and
ones for children with autism at the Transit Museum in Brooklyn as models for other organizations to adapt for their use. Its focus
on visitors of all ages who have cognitive or intellectual disabilities or special needs makes this title essential for all museum and
historic site professionals, especially educators or administrators, but also for museum studies students and those interested in
informal education.
The Eye, the Hand, the Mind, celebrating the centennial of the College Art Association, is filled with pictorial mementos and
enlivening stories and anecdotes that connects the organization's sixteen goals and tells its rich, sometimes controversial, story.
Readers will discover its role in major issues in higher education, preservation of world monuments, workforce issues and market
equity, intellectual property and free speech, capturing conflicts and reconciliations inherent among artists and art historians,
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pedagogical approaches and critical interpretations/interventions as played out in association publications, annual conferences,
advocacy efforts, and governance.
Developments within the “knowledge society,” especially those resulting from technological innovation, have intensified an interest
in the relationship between different contexts and multiple sites of learning across what is often termed as formal, non-formal and
informal learning environments. The aim of this book is to trace learning and experience across multiple sites and contexts as a
means to generate new knowledge about the borders and edges of different practices and the boundary crossings these entail in
the learning lives of young people in times of dynamic societal, environmental, economic, and technological change. The empirical
research discussed in this book has grown out of a Nordic network of researchers. The research initiatives in the Nordic countries
tend to avoid the more spectacular debates over the future of the educational institutions that tend to dominate and obscure
discussions on education in the knowledge society, and which look to models of informal learning, whether in the “learning
communities” of workplaces and families or in the new socio-technical spaces of the Internet, as a source of alternative
educational strategies. Rather, Nordic researchers more modestly ask whether it is possible to envisage new models of teaching
and learning which take seriously both the responsibility to social justice and social wellbeing, which, at least rhetorically,
underpinned a commitment to mass education of the 20th century, as well as to the radical challenges to traditional educational
models offered by the new socio-technical spaces and practices of the 21st century.
Small museums need affordable ways to provide care for their collections and the tools to lobby for additional funds for their longterm health. In this book, we offer practical tips for collections care, including preservation strategies for historic properties,
strategies for managing collections, developing policies, and planning for the future of your museum's holdings.
Riches, Rivals & Radicals100 Years of Museums in AmericaAmer Alliance of Museums Press
This concise volume is the place to start for anyone considering a career in museums. Museum professional and author N.
Elizabeth Schlatter outlines the nature of the profession as a whole, the rewards and challenges of museum work, types of
museums, and jobs within museums, including salary ranges. She discusses options for education and training, and offers
suggestions on how to secure a job and move up the career ladder. Interviews with museum professionals from a variety of
disciplines and backgrounds demonstrate different career paths and offer unique and helpful advice. For novices in the field,
students in museum studies programs, or anyone considering museums as a career choice, Schlatter’s book is an essential
starting point.
Are Museums Irrelevant? Museums are rarely acknowledged in the global discussion of climate change, environmental
degradation, the inevitability of depleted fossil fuels, and the myriad local issues concerning the well-being of particular
communities – suggesting the irrelevance of museums as social institutions. At the same time, there is a growing preoccupation
among museums with the marketplace, and museums, unwittingly or not, are embracing the values of relentless consumption that
underlie the planetary difficulties of today. Museums in a Troubled World argues that much more can be expected of museums as
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publicly supported and knowledge-based institutions. The weight of tradition and a lack of imagination are significant factors in
museum inertia and these obstacles are also addressed. Taking an interdisciplinary approach, combining anthropology
ethnography, museum studies and management theory, this book goes beyond conventional museum thinking. Robert R. Janes
explores the meaning and role of museums as key intellectual and civic resources in a time of profound social and environmental
change. This volume is a constructive examination of what is wrong with contemporary museums, written from an insider’s
perspective that is grounded in both hope and pragmatism. The book’s conclusions are optimistic and constructive, and highlight
the unique contributions that museums can make as social institutions, embedded in their communities, and owned by no one.
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